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Reference TPO/18/00002

Report Title Confirmation of Tree Preservation Order No. 2, 2018

Location Rear Garden, 17 High Street, Biddenden, TN27 8AL

Parish Council Biddenden

Ward Biddenden

Introduction

1. The Joint Development Control Manager and the Head of Development 
Management and Strategic Sites have delegated authority to deal with all 
matters relating to Tree Preservation Orders. However, in order to comply 
with Human Rights Legislation, it is considered inappropriate for the same 
officer to make and then confirm Orders under delegated powers where an 
objection has been received. For this reason the following Tree Preservation 
Order, which is subject to an objection, is being reported to this Committee 
with a view to seeking authority for confirmation. 

The Order

2. The Order was made on 22nd March 2018 to protect an ash tree on the 
southern boundary of the rear garden of 17 High Street, Biddenden 
TN27 8AL.  A copy of the Order may be found in Annex 1a.

3. The tree is a visible landscape asset that borders a number of gardens and is 
visible from the important North Street and High Street junction at the heart of 
the Biddenden Conservation Area – a location map is provided within the 
copy of the TPO in Annex 1 a.

4. The tree’s protection is expedient owing to the performance of tree works 
without the submission of the requisite Section 211 notice as required under 
the Town and Country Planning (Tree Preservation) (England) Regulations 
2012.  The tree was due to be felled on the instruction of the owner following 
an insurance assessment alleging that the tree is causing subsidence 
damage to the adjacent neighbouring garage.  The report advised that the 
tree was not protected and it was this statement that led to the instruction of 
the works.

5. The tree meets the TEMPO criteria for the consideration of a TPO.  The 
industry adopted standard TEMPO (Forbes-Laird – Tree Evaluation Method 
for Preservation Orders) Assessment, which acts as a decision guide aid for 
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the serving of a TPO, a score of 16 was derived – any score of 16 or more 
qualifies as ‘Definitely Merits a TPO’. 

6. The important considerations as defined by the Planning Guidance (Tree 
Preservation Orders and trees in conservation areas) when making and 
serving a TPO are listed below and it is considered that they have been 
satisfactorily met;

 Expediency;

 Visibility;

 Amenity;

 Individual, collective and wider impact.

7. The purpose of the TPO is to ensure that the tree is not the subject of further 
unauthorised pruning works or subsequent felling.

Representations 

8. Following the serving of the TPO an objection email dated 16th April 2018 
backed with a hard copy letter was received from the owner of the tree, and a 
summary of the points is listed below:

 The tree has a lack of amenity value in its current state.

 The Insurer’s reports implicate the tree as the agent of the damage to 
the adjacent garage structure and as a result the tree should be 
removed.

Assessment

9. A site visit was undertaken by the Council’s Tree Officer on the 14th March 
2018 following an anonymous report that tree works were being undertaken 
without consent to an ash tree within the garden of 17 High Street, 
Biddenden.  It is an offence under the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 
Section 210, (1) (c) to cause or permit the cutting down or topping of a 
protected tree.  The tree is protected by virtue of its location within the 
designated Biddenden Conservation Area.  The owner admitted the offence 
and advised that the works had been instructed in good faith owing to the 
insurer’s report stating that it was not protected, the report does state this and 
the owner’s explanation is understood.
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10. The serving of the Order was expedient in terms of preventing further tree 
works being undertaken without consent and ensuring that whatever the 
ultimate outcome of the insurance case that an appropriate replacement tree 
is planted (the fact that the tree is protected within the Conservation Area 
does not allow for its replacement)  Under the Town and Country Planning 
(Tree Preservation) (England) Regulations 2012, a tree that is removed under 
a Section 211 application cannot be conditioned for replacement.  A copy of 
the assessment is provided within Annex 1b.

11. The tree is visible from key points within the Biddenden Conservation Area as 
described in point 4, and in addition acts as an amenity focal point for the 
surrounding properties situated along the High Street and to the south. Prior 
to pruning, the tree was the largest single landscape asset within the back 
gardens of properties to the south of the High Street and had a significant 
presence in terms of contributing to the canopy cover within the area.  The 
pruning removed 60-70% of the leaf-bearing structure of the tree and has left 
a profile of natural crown and pollard.

12. The amenity value of the tree has been somewhat diminished in its current 
form – a photograph taken on 16th May 2018 and a photograph of the stem 
taken on 14th March 2018 is provided in Annex 1 c and d respectively.  
However, there is an opportunity, with remedial works that the tree will form a 
substantial and aesthetically pleasing amenity asset once the crown has re-
established itself.  The owner has subsequently submitted an application to 
pollard the tree (18/00101/TP) in order to address the amenity value of the 
tree.  A managed pollard will provide a significant landscape asset that will 
potentially contribute to the local amenity for many years to come.

13. The insurance reports as submitted do not meet the evidential threshold for 
the removal of the tree as required within the Planning Portal guidance notes 
for tree works applications.  The threshold is in line with the Joint Mitigation 
Protocol (JMP) 2008 which provides the framework for consideration of 
insurance claims, this framework is supported by OCA Ltd who are the 
arboricultural consultants in this case.

14. The following two evidential criteria that have not been met are:

a) Crack monitoring to demonstrate the seasonal movement of the structure 
has not been provided;

b) Root identification of the species allegedly implicated in the structural 
damage has not been provided.
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15. Without the required evidence, the Council cannot consent to the removal of 
the tree as it upholds a consistent and fair process that meets with Planning 
Policy Guidance and the JMP.

16. Should the evidence be presented to the Council, then the Council might 
consider the removal of the tree to be appropriate on the basis that any harm 
could be mitigated with an appropriate replacement tree.  However, there is 
no evidence at the present time.

Conclusion

17. In conclusion, an offence has been committed with the pruning of the tree 
without consent, the Council has a duty to ensure that it protects trees within 
Conservation Areas and the serving of a TPO is the most effective measure to 
achieve this.  Despite the pruning of the tree, it retains the potential to have a 
significant amenity value within the Biddenden Conservation Area.  The 
Council will duly consider the removal and replacement of the tree with an 
appropriate species if the required evidential threshold is met in terms of the 
insurance claim.

Recommendation

To confirm the order notwithstanding the objection

Contact Name: Phillip Cook Telephone: (01233) 330206

Email: phil.cook@ashford.gov.uk

mailto:phil.cook@ashford.gov.uk
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Annex 1 a.  Copy of TPO no.2, 2018.
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Annex 1 b - Copy of TEMPO Assessment
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Annex 1 c – Photograph of Tree taken 16th May 2018
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Annex 1 d – Photograph of Tree Taken 14th March 2018 showing the relative 
diameter of the two Stems


